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ABSTRACT 

 The project “An overall study on DDoS Attack & its Protection” is based on network security 

as it’s a now-a-days most important issue in the current internet world. The purpose of this 

project to know about a one kind of networking attack like DDoS and how it acts during an 

attack and how can we take steps against it for both theoretically and network device appliance 

level. The overall project is divided into two main modules. First, we have developed an 

simulation system where we had shown how a DDoS attack is executed over a server and how it 

behaves during the attack. Here, I uses VMWare Workstation and Kali Linus OS which then we 

cloned for demonstration of the attack. Second, I’ve developed the proposed solution of my own 

against DDoS attack and also appended the solution of different network vendor in the world. If 

anyone take steps against DDoS attack he/she should take measures for both theoretically and 

appliance level. Because no one knows how can they became attack against their system or 

network. So, I think if anyone take steps against from both criteria we’ll be kept ourselves safe 

from such a dangerous attack in the internet world like DDoS.  
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Introduction 

The Internet has revolutionized the computer and communications world like nothing before. 

The Internet represents one of the most successful examples of the benefits of sustained 

investment and commitment to research and development of information infrastructure [1]. 

Almost all the traditional services such as banking, power, medicine, education and defense 

are extended to Internet now. The impact of Internet on society can be seen from the fig. 1.1 

which shows exponential increase in number of hosts interconnected through Internet [2]. The 

increasing rate of internet usage rising in such a way that every institution like government, 

organization and people are very much depends on its without any hesitation.  

 

 

 

Fig 1.1: Internet Domain Survey Host Count [2]. 
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 As a consequence, when the number of host has increased and then the number of attacks also 

rising at the same time. As a result, most of the attacks and vulnerabilities are not recorded 

every year. Now-a-days, DDoS attack is the most familiar and extreme threat to our internet 

world. In a DDoS attack, an attacker mainly target a specific website/network and he/she 

intentionally sends a huge amount of malicious traffic that causes the website/network 

unavailable/unresponsive for a period of time and it's intends user then unable to access the 

resources of that website  which may consume enough bandwidth at the same time. DDoS 

attack is considered to take place only when access to a computer or network resource is 

intentionally blocked or degraded as a result of malicious action taken by another user [3].  

A DDoS attacker uses many machines or tools to launch a coordinated DOS attack against one or 

more targets [4]. It can be executed by using many compromised computers by sending a huge 

amount of traffic to consume the maximum resources of the victim. As a result, they 

continuously uses maximum bandwidth of the website and jamming the network so that user 

can't access the resources which affected the normal internet traffic also. The number of DDoS 

attack has been alarmingly increasing for the last few years [5]. Many of today’s DDoS attacks 

are carried out by organized criminals targeting financial institutions, e-commerce, gambling 

sites etc [6]. 

A classification of a wide range of DDoS attacks found in the wild is presented in [3, 7] that 

Internet providers and users need to be aware of. Usually, it can be launched in two forms 

[8]. The first form can use the software vulnerabilities by sending huge traffic which then 

keep the system down. The second form also consumes high bundle of traffic which make the 

system slow and it cannot working properly for its users. Here, when an attack happened it 

can then consumes of any systems resources like the systems network bandwidth, disk space, 

CPU uses, memory etc. 

This paper describes the overview of DDoS attack, DDoS attack history, available DDoS attack 

tools and its detection method, simulation of a DDoS attack, discuss the possible prevention 

solution for different vendor like Cisco, Palo Alto, Fortinet, Check Point, Cyberoam etc. Section 

II describes briefly the overview of DDoS attack where section III presents how DDoS attack 

happened in a VM and its consequences. Section IV contains available DDoS attack tools and 

the detection method in the details. Details of available DDoS prevention mechanisms for different 

vendor like Cisco, Fortinet, Palo Alto is elastrated in section V and protection also. Finally, Section VI 

concludes the paper and presents further future scope, if any. 
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1.2 Motivation 

During my M.Sc in Daffodil International University I was also a service holder. Sometimes 

after a long tiring day of office I had to go to the university just to participate in a class test 

arranged by course teacher. It was very hard for me. But last few semester I was attend the 

class and exam in a online platform named “BLC”. It’s also difficult for me to attend the 

class. As I’m responsible for network related jobs in my organization and now-a-days security 

is the main issue to secure the online world that’s why I think we should alert for such a attack 

like DDoS and how can we mitigate it from this. Internet is growing day by day and its 

spreading among every people that consequences the watery supplication of Internet tools and 

software to use for their own purposes. 

Hackers are the main threat to delivery hacking tools to exploit the vulnerability of Internet 

Objects. They are extending to deploy the protocol of “Anonymous” which is being the 

greatest threat to this modern World. So, I need to think like hackers to split their thoughts and 

to make the possible solution of DDoS Attack.  

 

1.3 Scope of the Work 

Many Organizations now a day are moving their business to the Internet or Virtual World. Every 

businessman / businesswoman is targeting to establish their whole system to the Internet. By 

the grace of Internet blessings of Facebook, twitter, Google, Linked-In etcetera are enhancing in 

such a way that the social media and workers are not going too and far for collecting any 

information because of Internet Things. So, scopes of this work are elaborating undoubtedly. 
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Scope of the work: 

 

a. Government Information Security  

b. Social Media 

c. Business administration 

d. Commercial Area 

e. Corporate section 

f.   Developing System 

g. System Administration 

h. Maintenance of Products Details 

i.   Security of Information such as: 

1) Agencies 

2)  Administration 

3)  Bureau 

4)  Investigation 

j.   Unavoidable Exploitation 

These are the arsenal scope to develop the entire security system for preventing or mitigating 

denial of service attack. 

 

1.4 Objective of the Project 

The objectives of this project work is as under: 

I. Learn about overall DDoS attack in all perspective like history, tools, types of DDoS. 

II. How a DDoS attack will encounter in the system? What’s the system condition during 

DDoS attack by using a simulation? 

III. Enhanced network security against DDoS attack 

IV. Familiar with different DDoS attack tools and detection method. 

V. Detection and protection of DDoS attack from different vendor like Cisco, Fortinet, Palo 

Alto, Check point & Cyberoam etc. 

VI. Up to date about DDoS attack and do work for future scope, if any. 
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1.5 Expected Outcome 

As I’m responsible for network related jobs in my organization so that I’ve to think about 

the network security also to protect all kinds of network related attack and should ensure the 

confidentiality and security of my system. Such a project helped a lot about the world’s most 

dangerous attack like DDoS and how to ensure system & network security and keep the up 

time of the system in a maximum level. I’ve developed a solution from this attack from 

different vendors’ perspective also.  

 

1.6 Report Layout 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

In this chapter I have discussed about the introduction, motivation, scope of the work, 

objective of the project and expected outcome of the project and report layout. 

 

 

Chapter 2: Background Study 

Here I have discussed about the overall background study of our project. I have also 

discussed about the history of DDoS, its types and challenges of the project. 

 

 

Chapter 3: Simulation of a DDoS attack 

In this chapter we’ll show how a DDoS attack will encounter a system and what happened 

of a system when a successfully DDoS attack is triggered. 

 

 

Chapter 4: DDoS attack Tools & detection method 

This chapter contains about what are the different types of DDoS attack tools and how can 

we detect it during the attack. 
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Chapter 5: Proposed plan to protect from DDoS attack 

Here, I‘ll discuss regarding my own proposed solution against DDoS attack and how we 

protect out network & system from DDoS attack by using different vendors like Cisco, 

Fortinet, Palo Alto, Check Point & Cyberoam in a various stage of this attack like before 

and after of the attack. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 6: Conclusion 

In my last chapter, I’ve discussed about the conclusion which pretty much derive about the 

project.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Background Study 

 

2.1 Introduction 

A DDoS attack is one in which a multitude of compromised computer systems attack a 

selected target, thereby causing denial of service for legitimate users of the targeted system [9]. 

As we already know that a DDoS attack can overload any affected systems resources at its high 

level to keep the system unavailable/unresponsive. The attackers bombard scare resource either 

by flood of packets or a single logic packet which can activate a series of processes to exhaust the 

limited resource [10]. The following figure 2.1 represents the DDOS attack scenario which is 

illustrates below [12]. First of all, an attacker wants to find a vulnerability of a computer system 

and then making it as the DDoS master. From that master system the attacker again try to contact 

with other computer systems and continuously trying to make it as a compromised system. After 

that, the attacker/hacker cumulatively load the strong DDoS attack tools & equipments to attack 

the system on that compromised computer systems. Finally, the attacker/hacker can instruct to all 

the compromised computer systems to initiate the flood against a particular 

target/website/network.  Some DDoS attacks utilize Internet worms to automate the process of 

exploiting and compromising computer systems, as well as launching DDoS attacks [11].  

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: A typical DDoS attack 
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2.2 History of DDoS Attack 

Over the last two decades, there is an enormous changes in the IT industry regarding the 

advancement of various cyber-attacks. The threat of DDoS attack is then increasing and evolving 

thereafter. DDoS attack is one of the oldest and the dynamically advancing phase of cybercrime. 

These attacks can helps to hackers’ in a high level creativity to create complicated and dynamic 

threat for who are responsible for cyber security. The first ever DoS attack occurred in 1974, 

when a 13-year-old boy called David Dennis wrote a programme that remotely locked up 

multiple terminals in a university computer lab [12]. He successfully managed to shutdown 31 

PLATO terminals by writing a programme that sent a problematic command [13]. In the early 

2000s, DoS attacks can be done from a single machine to a single target which is executed from 

a keyboard entries. When it becomes ineffective then such an attack converted from manual to 

semi-manual. 

In 1996, a New York-based Internet Service Provider (ISP) Panix recorded the DDoS attack 

which is a SYN flood attack. The attacker overloaded the company's server by sending a huge 

amount of spoofed IP address traffic which then forcedly stop the normal traffic. Panix managed 

to recover in around 36 hours, but this event was significant for being one of the first major 

DDoS hacks [13]. After 36 hours Panix was recovered their system successfully and then it was 

considered as one of the most major DDoS attacks. Several years later, in 1999, a hacker 

managed to completely disable the University of Minnesota’s internal network for more than 48 

hours with a massive UDP flood. It was the first large-scale attack through a specialized tool 

called Trinoo [13].   

The Michael “Mafiaboy” Calce considered as the most notorious DDoS attacker. In 2000, he 

executed a DDoS attacks against world's most top companies like CNN, Yahoo, Amazon, Dell, 

eBay, and FIFA. The then-teenager used a tool called TFN2 that makes use of previously 

infected computers to generate a huge amount of fake traffic to a server [13]. The largest DDoS 

attack is listed below year by year: 

i. The February 2020 attack reported by AWS: AWS reported a massive DDoS attack in 

February of 2020. At its peak, this attack saw incoming traffic at a rate of 2.3 terabits per 

second (Tbps). AWS did not disclose which customer was targeted by the attack [15]. 

 

ii. The February 2018 Github DDoS attack: In February 2018, GitHub experiencing its 

largest DDoS attacks which is mainly used by developers’ worldwide. This attack 

reached 1.3 Tbps, sending packets at a rate of 126.9 million per second [14]. 

 

 

iii. The September 2017 Google services attack: The biggest DDoS attack happened in 

September of 2017. Google services was targeted in this attack and reached 2.54 Tbps 

and sent spoofed packets to 180,000 Google various web servers. Google Cloud disclosed 

the attack in October 2020 [14]. 

https://www.imperva.com/learn/ddos/udp-flood/
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iv. The 2016 Dyn attack: Another massive DDoS attack was directed at Dyn, a major DNS 

provider, in October of 2016. Many major sites was suffered due to this attack including 

Airbnb, Netflix, PayPal, Visa, Amazon, The New York Times, Reddit, and GitHub. This 

was done by using the malware called Mirai which creates a botnet out of compromised 

Internet of Things (IoT) devices such as cameras, smart TVs, radios, printers, and even 

baby monitors. To create the attack traffic, these compromised devices are all 

programmed to send requests to a single victim [14]. 

 

v. The 2015 Github attack: GitHub faced a largest DDoS attack ever in its history in 2015. 

Such a DDoS traffic was created from China and its main target was the two GitHub 

projects. The attack traffic was created by injecting JavaScript code into the browsers of 

everyone who visited Baidu, China’s most popular search engine [14].  

 

vi. The 2013 Spamhaus attack: In 2013, Spamhaus also faced the largest DDoS attack ever 

in its history. Spamhaus is basically works for spam filtering of emails which make them 

the easier target of an attacker. The attack drove traffic to Spamhaus at a rate of 300 Gbps 

[14]. 

 

vii. The 2007 Estonia attack: In 2007 April, the attacker attacks Estonia's government 

services like financial institutions, and media outlets. Such an attack was considered as 

the major DDoS attack in their history so far. This had a crushing effect since Estonia’s 

government was an early adopter of online government and was practically paperless at 

the time; even national elections were conducted online [14]. 

 

Now-a-days, world’s internet system is increasing dramatically and growing faster. So we should 

need for more safety and prepare before the attack to keep protect from this. For just the first half 

of 2020, there were over 4.83 million DDoS attacks. Such a number already increases for 2019 

on a larger scale. We can only expect the trend to continue in 2021 and beyond [15]. 

 

2.3 Types of DDoS Attack 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is one of the most popular, rising attack method of 

hackers. There are three common classes of DDoS attack which is appended below:  

a) Volumetric-based attack: It uses massive amount of traffic which can inundate the 

network bandwidth of the target. Example: ICMP flood, NTP/DNS amplification. 

b) Protocol/Network attack: Exploits the vulnerability in the network or layer 3 & transport 

layer 4 protocol in an OSI layer. Example: SYN flood, Ping of death, Smurf attack. 

c) Application attack: Such an attack is based on web application and are deliberated as the 

most modern and major types of attacks. Example: HTTP/SMTP/SIP flood etc. 
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As we can see in above DDoS attacks has different categories where there is a various attacking 

method involved for targeted a specific network or systems. Now, we enlisted typical popular 

types of DDoS attacks which is given below: 

i. SYN flood attack: This is the most common DDoS attack and by using this attack a 

hacker basically uses the vulnerability of the TCP three-way handshake process and 

consume more memory space which is previously allocated by OS. In a normal TCP/IP 

session there is a three steps needed to establish a successful connection between a host 

& client and this three steps here called as three-way handshake process. In this process, 

client first requests the server by sending a SYN. Server receives and acknowledge the 

client's request by sending a SYN-ACK message. Finally, client responds to the server 

with an ACK (Acknowledge) message, and then the connection being established 

between the client and server. In a SYN flood attack, an attacker sends a huge packet to 

the targeted server where the source address is a spoofed IP address. After that, when the 

target server trying to process all of these bad request it will then cannot process the 

actual requests and as a result it will then unresponsive to its known users. Here, attacker 

motive is to down the target system by sending a huge number of SYN bad IP packets to 

the target system. As a result the target machines memory which leads the target machine 

crash, slow response, hang or rebooted the system.  

 

ii. ICMP (Ping) flood: ICMP (Ping) flood is also considered as Ping flood. In this attack, 

the attacker flood the target system by executing a huge number of ping or ICMP request 

which uses all the bandwidth of the victim and resulting a significant overall system 

shutdown. It only happened if the hacker has more bandwidth than the target system. 

 

iii. UDP flood: A UDP flood is such DDoS attack that floods a target with User Datagram 

Protocol (UDP) packets. The goal of the attack is to flood random ports on a remote host. 

This causes the host to repeatedly check for the application listening at that port, and 

(when no application is found) reply with an ICMP ‘Destination Unreachable’ packet 

[16]. 

 

iv. HTTP flood: This sort of attack is the most common forms of attacks which actually 

generates huge HTTP requests to the web server which floods the server. HTTP flood is 

considered as the form of application centric bandwidth attack and here the common 

HTTP port 80 is being used to initiate the attack.  

 

v. SIP flood: Like HTTP attack SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) flood is also an 

application centric bandwidth attack where the attacker targets the SIP proxy server 

which is used for making VoIP call. 
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vi. Teardrop attack: This attack utilized vulnerability in the earlier Microsoft Operating 

Systems and some older versions of Linux whereby improperly framed or overlapping IP 

fragments were sent to the victim thereby crashing it [17].  

 

vii. Smurf attack:  Smurf attack is identical to the Brute Force DoS attack where a huge ping 

requests are sent to the network (normally the Router) in the target network by using bad 

IP addresses. When the router receives a ping request it will then try to route it or echo it 

back and as a consequence the server/network is overflowed/flooded with huge number 

of packets and congestion the traffic also. If there is a large number of nodes, hosts etc. in 

the network, then  it can easily collapse the entire network to process all the ping 

requests. In this attack, the attacker uses IP protocols and ICMP using a malware program 

which is called Smurf.  

 

viii. Permanent Denial of Service: This type of attack is generally known as “Phlashing”. By 

this attack, it can permanently destroy the hardware of the victim resources. 

 

 

ix. Infrastructure attack: This type of attack can target the infrastructure of internet such as 

DNS root server and by this attack attacker can potentially bring down the entire internet. 

 

x. Zero-day DDoS attack: Zero-day DDoS attack is the name given to new DDoS attack 

methods that exploit vulnerabilities that have not yet been patched [18].  

 

A specific DDoS attack can hamper any system/network/website by using its feature. So, after 

the attack we can identify the types of DDoS attack which can severely damage any 

system/network.  

 

2.4 Challenges 

• Time management is one of the key challenges of the project. 

• To show a DDoS attack in a live system is quite impossible that’s why try to show an 

attack in a VM and had to work hard on VM to learn new things to implement it. 

• Lack of hardware resources like internet speed, memory system of remote PC/VM etc. 

• Protection system overview of a live hardware devices. 

• It is almost impossible to show the protection for different network vendors in a live 

network infrastructure.  

• To cover all related information regarding DDoS attack. 
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Evolution of DDoS attack extremely increasing day by day and the prevention of losing 

information through the internet is needed its solution as soon as possible. It needs a very 

mandatory step to take a hard hand solution for protecting our valuable information from the 

thief of Internet Service. There are various types of attackers who are very fugitive to steal the 

Information and hide away by spoofing their identity. Many steps have been taken as a solution 

has studied but, in every way, they may not be succeeded at all. So, studies about DDoS attack, 

type of attackers, their methods, thinking strategies and the possible solutions which can be 

mitigated most of the prevention against DDoS attack is our fundamental resources to estimate 

our achievement. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Simulation of a DoS/DDoS Attack 
 

3.1 Introduction: 

Now-a-days, the DoS/DDoS attacks are the most ordinarily used network attacks where the 

attacker getting the victims IP address and intentionally or temporarily unresponsive/unavailable 

of the victims other network resources, machine, website to its known users by causing the 

consume more of its bandwidth. The difference between denial of services (DoS) and distributed 

denial of service (DDoS) attacks is that "an attacker run the DoS attacks from a single source 

while DDoS attacks are distributed and run from a multiple sources to a single target". By 

executing a DoS/DDoS attacks, the victims network/resources generally flooded with various 

types of packets like TCP, SYN flood etc. in a network layer or with requests HTTP, POST etc. 

in a application layer. During a DoS/DDoS attack the victim couldn't make any communication 

for its users by using its resources until the attacks stops. 

In this chapter, I have showed a simulation of DoS attack by using an open source TCP SYN 

flood Python script which is run on my computer on the Kali Linux OS in a VM which is also 

installed on VMWare Workstation, after executing the Dos attack I'll show that my target 

website unavailable or it takes more times to load. Such a Python script (TCP SYN packet 

flood), actually floods the target website with SYN packets in the layer 3 and using the TCP 

protocol & port 443 which keeps the website/network unavailable for long time where it 

consumes more bandwidth at the same time. My DoS attack is a locally hosted in my PC where 

the attacker host used as Kali Linux OS in a VM and the targeted website run on the cloned Kali 

Linux virtual machine which uses same network and subnet as well. The Kali Linux OS initiate 

the DoS attack by using Python DoS script to flood the targeted website through port 443 and 

TCP connections also. May be an attacker intends to execute a DoS/DDoS attack against a server 

as a means of revenge, politics or other purposes but in my simulation I just show a DoS attack 

against a website inside a virtual machine how it behaves during a DoS attack, the actual 

condition of a web server and it then takes more times to load. As a proof, here I capture packet 

for both virtual machine (attacker host) and victim host which shows a SYN packet flood attack 

from source to destination. In a real world, a website/network keep up itself during a DDoS 

attack mainly depends on an attacker because an attacker knows how much packet he/she can 

flooding  against a server/network and how long time he/she intends to down the network at the 

same time. Here, I flood the DoS script against the website for a few minutes and after that the 

targeted website was down for a few minutes and it then take more times to load as it was. I 

think we’ll understand it in my later part of the report and for the better understanding I will 

attach a video in PMIS portal to show the full demonstration of the DoS attack. Also, note that, 

here I demonstrate DoS instead of DDoS because we already know DDoS attack only executed 

from a multiple source where DoS attack only executed from a single source to a target 

website/network/server.  
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3.2 My SYN Flood DoS Simulation: 

My DoS attack simulation mainly a TCP SYN packet flood based on Python script where an 

attacker machine floods the targeted website (hosted in a cloned VM) by using TCP protocol and 

port 443 after getting the IP address of the target website. Here, I uses the Linux based OS so 

that to find the IP address I've to type "ifconfig" in the Kali Linux terminal and to find the target 

website IP address I've to ping the target website full address from my attacking VM. Moreover, 

to execute the TCP SYN packet flood DoS attack against a website here mainly the TCP SYN 

absorb the conventional three-way handshake process to down the target website which then 

force the server to use its maximum resources and bandwidth and which makes the 

server/website/network temporarily unavailable/unresponsive or take more time to load in its 

normal condition for its intends users.  

How a TCP Three-way handshake process works: 

1. Client first requests the server by sending a SYN. 

2. Server receives and acknowledge the client's request by sending a SYN-ACK message. 

3. Finally, client responds to the server with an ACK (Acknowledge) message, and then the   

connection being established between the client and server. 

 

In a TCP SYN flood DoS attack, the “attacker continuously sends SYN packets to every port of 

the server, of the targeted network or server” and the targeted server/network then busy to handle 

the huge amount of such requests.  

 

In my cases, when I continuously executed the TCP SYN DoS flood packet against the targeted 

website and the target website unable to handle all the packet due to failure of this TCP three-

way handshake process and it then take more time to load and I’ve also found the SYN packet 

when I've capture the packet by using Wireshark. However, the entire DoS simulation attack was 

run and contained inside the VMware Workstation on my physical machine so that there was no 

actual damage happened to the targeted website (https://www.hackertyper.com). My DoS attack 

is a locally hosted in my PC where the attacker host used as Kali Linux OS in a VM and the 

targeted website run on the cloned Kali Linux virtual machine which uses same network and 

subnet as well. The Kali Linux OS initiate the DoS attack by using Python DoS script to flood 

the targeted website through port 443 and TCP connections also. As I earlier mentioned that, my 

main goal to demonstrate a DoS attack and how a targeted website behaves when it under attack 

and what’s the actual condition happened during an attack and lastly as a proof I using Wireshark 

which will help me to capture the packet during such a DoS attack for both attacking VM and 

cloned VM where the targeted website running.  
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3.3 How to SYN Flood DoS Attack Simulation Works: 

First of all, I’ve install Kali Linux OS in my VMware Workstation to conduct the DoS attack. 

After that, I've cloned the real Kali Linux virtual machine to create another cloned VM with the 

same configuration so that my both virtual machine (attacking & cloned) hosted on my PC which 

uses same subnet and network also where the main Kali Linux virtual machine initiate the DoS 

attack by using Python script against the target website which is running on the cloned Kali 

Linux VM. At this stage, I've download and install the latest Python3 inside the attacking VM to 

execute the DoS attack by using the Kali Linux terminal and then launch the Python script at the 

same VM. Now, in my attacking virtual machine I've to execute "ifconfig" command to find the 

IP address of the attacking VM and then pinging the targeted website from the attacking VM by 

using Kali Linux terminal which is run on the cloned Kali Linux VM. After that, to execute the 

DoS attack I've to enter the target website IP address, it's port number (here 443) to flood and 

default packet rate 135 and then hit the "ENTER", which then spontaneously flood the target 

website with SYN packets by the layer 3 and TCP protocol. In my TCP SYN flood DoS attack 

simulation, the targeted website successfully unresponsive/unavailable for some time and takes 

long time to response/load. Due to my computer hardware configuration and internet speed the 

targeted network in this regard temporarily unavailable and it takes long time to load the website 

instead to fully shutdown the system after executed the DoS script. In order to make sure my 

TCP SYN flood DoS attack simulation working properly I've uses Wireshark packet capture log 

on both virtual machine (attacking & cloned VM). If we analysis the packet we've definitely say 

that the attack is successfully executed from attacking VM to cloned VM where the targeted 

website flooded by using the TCP SYN flood packet which is mainly based on Python script. 

 

 

3.4 SYN Flood DoS Attack Simulation: Step by Step “How To Do” 

In this section, I’ll describe how to DoS attack simulation was executed step by step which is 

appended below:  

 

1. Download and install VMware Workstation 16 Pro from an online source (ex. 

https://www.vmware.com/products/workstation-pro/workstation-pro-evaluation.html ). 

 

 

2. Download the Kali Linux OS (.ISO format) from internet by following URL (ex. 

https://www.kali.org/downloads/ ). 
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3. Now, install the Kali Linux OS by escalating the .ISO file or through VMware 

Workstation settings. 

 Mounting .ISO: Open VMware Player  Click on "Create a New Virtual 

Machine"  Select "Installer disk image file(.iso)" and locate the Kali 

Linux .ISO file  Select "Guest operating system" as Linux and Version 

as Debian 10.x 64-bit  Provide Virtual machine name as "Kali1" and 

locate the virtual machine  Specify disk capacity  Click "Finish".  


It takes more time to successfully setup the Kali Linux OS on the VMware Workstation. 

 

4. Now, clone the virtual machine from Kali Linux OS. 

 

 Right click on the Kali Linux VM Manage  Click “Clone” Next  

Select “Clone” from "The current state in the virtual machine"  Select 

“Clone method” as "Create a full clone"  Keep the VM name as same 

and locate the previous virtual machine location Click "Finish" and 

Continue and then click Close.

 


5. Launch the both original and cloned VM Kali Linux OS by VMware Workstation. 

 

 

 

6. Download and install the Python3 version inside VMware Workstation on the VM OS 

being used to initiate the TCP SYN flood DoS attack. 

 

 Click the Kali Linux Terminal  Type “sudo apt-get install python3”  

 

 

7. Download and copy the .zip folder which holds the TCP SYN Packet Flood Python (.py) 

DoS script files to the Desktop of the attacking Kali Linux OS VM at 

(https://github.com/cyweb/hammer). 

 

8. Now, launch the Python DoS script file (which we named DoSGroupA.py) after 

extracting by using the Kali Linux Terminal: 

 

 In Kali Linux Terminal, type “cd Desktop”“cd DoSGroupA” 
“python3 DoSGroupA.py”  

 

 

9. To find the IP address of the target system pinging the targeted website from the 

attacking Kali Linux Terminal (“ping Enter URL”)  

https://github.com/cyweb/hammer
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10. Now, execute the DoS attack  following way: 

 

 Enter the target’s IP address (“-s ip address”), target’s port number (“-p 

443”), and packet flood rate (“-t 135”) (default is 135). 

 

 

 

11. Hit ENTER button from keyboard and the script will begin to flood the target’s website 

with TCP SYN flood packets which is based on python script. 

 

 

 

12. The targeted website unavailable/unresponsive for sometime and it takes more time to 

load.  

 

 Now, trying to load the targeted website and monitor the capture log file 

on Wireshark on both attacking VM & cloned VM. 

 

 

 

13. By cancelling the attack press Ctrl + C in the Kali Linux Terminal on the attacking VM 

or close the Terminal to stop the attack. 

 

 

In my case, it's take more time to load or response due to my computer internet speed and as well 

as my computer hardware configuration.  

 

 

In above discussion, I’ve illustrates the steps of the overall setup procedure and execution of the 

DoS attack inside the VM.  
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3.5 SYN Flood DoS Attack Simulation: Evidence, Results, and Verification: 

 

First of all we download both the VMware Workstation 16 pro and Kali Linux .ISO file from 

the internet and setup them step by step. 

 

        
 

Figure 3.5.1: Initial screen of install VMWare Workstation 16 Pro. 

 

               

            Figure 3.5.2: Installation completion of VMWare Workstation 16 Pro. 
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New virtual Machine Kali OS setup by using .ISO file which is appended below: 

                                        

                            Figure 3.5.3: Initial screen of installation of Kali Linux OS. 

 

  

   Figure 3.5.4: Locate the Kali Linux OS by mounting .ISO file 
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             Figure 3.5.5: Ready to create Virtual Machine. 

After creation of Kali Linux by .ISO file now we configure the Kali Linux for its final outlook 

where we illustrates few screenshots of it which is appended below: 

 

 

                     Figure 3.5.6: Graphical Installation process of Kali. 

Such a installation process takes more time to setup successfully so have patience. 
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Now, we start the Cloning process by selecting the below option: 

 

 

                                                          Figure 3.5.7: Cloning process after Kali installation. 
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After successfully completion of Cloning of Kali1 OS the below figure illustrates the Clone OS 

configuration. 

 

 

 

Figure. 3.5.8: Clone of Kali1 Configuration  
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After download we have copy both the Python3 & DoS script into our Kali1 Linux OS Desktop 

which is appended below: 

 

Figure 3.5.9: After download copy both Python3 & DoS script into Kali Linux OS. 
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Install the Python3 by opening the Kali Linux terminal which is appended below:  

          

 

     Figure 3.5.10: Install Python3 by using Kali Linux Terminal 

After that, launch the Python DoS Script file (which we named DoSGroupA.py) on the attacking 

VM. 

 

               Figure 3.5.11: Launch Python DoS script on Kali1 Linux VM. 
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Now, we have to find out the IP address of our target system by pinging the URL i.e ping 

hackertyper.com on Kali1 Linux OS for hit the DoS attack which is given below: 

 

    Figure 3.5.12: Finding the IP address of the target website (hackertyper.com). 

 

The target website running on the clone Kali1 Linux VM. 

 

Figure 3.5.13: Target Website (hackertyper.com) running on the cloned VM. 
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Launch the TCP SYN DoS attack against target website from Kali1 Linux VM. 

 

                 Figure 3.5.14: Launch the DoS attack from Kali1 Linux VM. 

 

The target website flooded after the TCP SYN DoS attack which is given below: 

 

              Figure 3.5.15: Target website down due to TCP SYN DoS attack. 
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Now, look at the cloned Kali Linux VM: 

 

Figure 3.5.16: Target website takes more time to load on clone Kali1 Linux VM. 

 

Now, we have to capture the packet log by using Wireshark for both attacking (Kali Linux VM) 

and Clone VM which is appended below: 

 

Figure 3.5.17: Wireshark packet capture log found on the Kali Linux VM. 
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Figure 3.5.18: Wireshark packet capture log found on the clone VM. 

 

3.6 Findings & Result:  

My DoS attack is a locally hosted in my PC where the attacker host used as Kali Linux OS in a 

VM and the targeted website run on the cloned Kali Linux virtual machine which uses same 

network and subnet as well. The Kali Linux OS initiate the DoS attack by using Python DoS 

script to flood the targeted website through the port 443 and TCP connections and it was then 

takes long time to load or unavailable/unresponsive for sometime. In this case, the targeted 

network/website wasn't fully unavailable due to my computer hardware and internet speed. But I 

was showed the actual affect after such a DoS attack. After running the script, the targeted 

website will remain in a continuous loading state and after some time it was loaded. As we can 

see if we should down the target website successfully we have to manage powerful computer and 

more internet speed to flood the target system. . However, the entire DoS simulation attack was 

run and contained inside the VMware Workstation on my physical machine so that there was no 

actual damage happened to the targeted website (https://www.hackertyper.com).  

Lastly, by this chapter, my main goal is to show how a website affected seriously during a 

DoS/DDoS attack in today's internet era by using TCP SYN packet flood DoS attack Python 

script and using two Kali Linux VM installed on VMware Workstation against a target website. 

 

 

 

https://www.hackertyper.com/
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CHAPTER 4 

DDOS Attack Tools & Detection Method 
 

4.1 Introduction: 

As we already know that now-a-days distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack is one of the 

most dangerous and famous network attack which main aims to crash a server for long duration 

of time and it can be done by an attacker for revenge, intentionally, war, political purposes etc. In 

this chapter, we’ll discuss about the various types of DDoS tools and it’s feature and how can we 

actually detect a DDoS attack in our system or network. I’ll try to discuss such a topic in detail. 

Now-a-days, an attacker try to open a new way for attack and as well as a network administrator 

or system admin also try to find a way for mitigate the attack by using various detection method, 

or setup a policy against DDoS attack on the network by using different vendor. So, every 

vendor always try to invent a policy against DDoS attack where network admin feel relax. 

Actually, no one can guarantee that he/she can prevent the DDoS attack fully until he/she can 

take steps against such an attack. Let’s see an figure below which illustrates the today’s DDoS 

attack worldwide which is appended below [19]: 

 

                           Figure 4.1.1: Today’s DDoS attack worldwide. 

Here, the orange color illustrates the volumetric attack, green color describes the fragmentation 

& red color means there was a TCP connection flood happens from a source to other destination. 

As the time flows the network security and hacking world is constantly changing so that there are 

various types of DDoS attack tools need to execute distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. 
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As a result there are some dependencies to use that DDoS attack tools which can vary from OS 

to OS like Linux, Windows, Solaris etc. There are few DDoS attack tools were made only for 

testing purpose like LOIC and then it will be modified and used for attacking purpose. Another 

famous DDoS attack tools named Slowloris was developed by gray hat hackers where they made 

it only for finding the weakness of any specific software. By releasing such DDoS tools publicly, 

gray hat hackers force software developers to patch vulnerable software in order to avoid large-

scale attacks [20]. 

4.2 DDoS Attack Tools: 

There are numerous distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack tools that can executed a DDoS 

attack over a target website, system or network. Now, we’ll discuss such various types DDoS 

attack tools one by one with their feature which is appended below: 

i. LOIC: LOIC basically derives as Low Orbit Ion Cannon. It is considered as the nearly 

famous attacking tools which can be used as free in the internet. Such a tools is written in 

C# and it can send HTTP, UDP, TCP requests to their server or system. The main feature 

of LOIC is as under: 

 It’s a free open source tools which also helps us to test the performance of 

the network. 

 It can do the attack based on the URL or IP address of the server [21]. 

 Such a tool can effect immediate to the server which can down the server 

faster than other. 

 It’s easy to use. 

 If we get the IP address of the target system/server then rest of the done by 

this tool.   

                    

                                    Figure 4.2.1: LOIC DDoS attack tools [21]. 
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ii. XOIC: It’s another famous DDoS tools now-a-days. By using this tools attacker can 

attack the server which has a small  website. The feature of XOIC is given below: 

 It provides three modes to attack. 

 Testing mode. 

 Normal DoS attack mode. 

 DoS attack with TCP or HTTP or UDP or ICMP message [21]. 

 It’s the best suitable for small website. 

 It’s GUI mood is most user friendly. 

               

                                                 Figure 4.2.2: XOIC DDoS attack tools [21]. 

 

 

iii. HULK: HULK represents HTTP Unbearable Load King. It can be used for only DoS 

attack and it’s made for research purposes. The feature of HULK is appended below: 

 Such a tools can bypass the cache engine so that it can  directly hits the 

server’s resource pool. 

 It can execute a large amount of traffic to a server or system. 

 It can generate random traffic to the server. 
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                                                      Figure 4.2.3: HULK DDoS attack tools [21]. 

 

iv. Tor’s Hammer: Tor’s Hammer is one of the most famous DOS attack tool. The main 

feature of this attack tools is given below: 

 If we run it through Tor network then we will remain unidentified [21]. 

 It is a useful tool that can destroy Apache or IIS servers within a few 

seconds. 

 In order to run it through Tor, use 127.0.0.1:9050 [21]. 

 
 

         

                                                       Figure 4.2.4: Tor’s Hammer DDoS attack tools [21]. 
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v. Slowloris: It’s the most famous attack tools in current hacking world. The main feature 

of Slowloris attack tools is given below: 

 Comparatively it needs less resource for attack. 

 It can generate HTTP traffic at a server. 

 It doesn’t affect other services and ports on the target network [21]. 

 As the server keeps the false connection open, this will overflow the 

connection pool and will deny the request to the true connections [21]. 

                    

              Figure 4.2.5: Slowloris  DDoS attack tools [21]. 

 

vi. DDOSIM: DDOSIM imply for DDoS Simulator. It is used to execute DDOS attacks by 

simulating numerous compromised hosts. This tool is C++ based and runs on only Linux 

OS. The feature of this tools is as under: 

 It can attack both a server and a network also. 

 All compromised hosts create a TCP connections for the target 

system/server. 

 It can do DDoS attack using invalid requests [21]. 

 It can make an attack on the application layer [21]. 
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Figure 4.2.6: DDOSIM DDoS attack tools [21]. 

 

vii. RUDY: RUDY stands for R-U-Dead-Yet. The main feature of RUDY is appended 

below: 

 This tool comes with a user friendly console menu. 

 We can select the forms from the URL, for the POST-based DDoS attack 

[21]. 

 As it is run at a slow-rate that’s why it is time-consuming and detected as 

abnormal. 

 

Figure 4.2.7: RUDY DDoS attack tools [21]. 

The above discussion describes the various types of DDoS attack tools with their feature. But, 

without such types may be tomorrow there will be another new DDoS attack tools will be 

evolved so that a network admin must be feeling anxious about how to detect and how he/she 

can take steps for its prevention. Instead of above mention DDoS attack tools there are some 

more additional tools which includes OWASP DOS HTTP POST where OWASP derived for 

Open Web Application Security Project and it is made for testing purpose for layer 1 or 

application layer attack and such a tool can also test the capacity of the server, GoldenEye- it is 

also made for executing security testing purpose and also create for attack on the server and 

Hping- such a tools is also used for testing purpose and it can send ICMP, UDP, SYN packet to 

the server for attacking purpose and it also made for testing firewall rules.  
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4.3 DDoS Attack Detection Method: 

As we have already discussed that DDoS attack is now common internet attack in the world but 

an attacker intends to down the particular server or network so it’s very much essential to us to 

identify, detect and take prevention methods against DDoS attack. In this section we’ll discuss 

how can we detect the DDoS attack to take further steps against it. After attacking stage we have 

to protect ourselves against DDoS attacks so that we need to identify the attack detection. Attack 

detection is a phase where it can detect an attack once it has executed over any website or 

network or server. The performance of any attack detection phase is depends on the percentage 

of attacks it can immediately identify as soon as it can. To protect from DDoS attack we should 

take proper detection method. DDoS detection is the process of differentiating Distributed Denial 

of Service (DDoS) attacks from normal network traffic, in order to perform effective attack 

mitigation [22]. A good detection is depend on how we detect the DDoS attack over a server. So, 

we can say that “time” is the most important key factor to detect a DDoS attack on the network 

or server. Now, we try to identify some several ways that can show a continuous DDoS attack is 

executing in our network/system which is appended below: 

 

a) An IP address makes X requests over Y seconds [23]. 

b) Your server responds with a 503 due to service outages [23]. 

c) The attack traffic doesn’t follow traffic control protocol. 

d) The traffic flow of victim will be abnormal as the victim is unable to respond to all the 

traffic which is normal. 

e) There will be a huge amount of ping loss found on victim network. 

f) Attack traffic is created in a random pattern to avoid detection [24] 

g) If you use the same connection for internal software, employees notice slowness issues 

[23]. 

h) For each kind of attack, we can observe a strong correlation between the attack 

traffic at target and abnormal behavior at source [24]. 

i) Log analysis solutions show a huge spike in traffic [23]. 
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But we can’t confident that after find such an indication of DDoS attack that the attack is 

happening on the server or network also. So, we can maintain the Log monitoring and as well 

keep an eye on our server or network continuously to detect a DDoS attack. A DDoS attack 

detection method based on machine learning, which includes two steps: feature extraction and 

model detection. In the feature extraction stage, the DDoS attack traffic characteristics with a 

large proportion are extracted by comparing the data packages classified according to rules. In 

the model detection stage, the extracted features are used as input features of machine learning, 

and the random forest algorithm is used to train the attack detection model [25]. Now, day by 

day the attacking method of a DDoS attack is evolving and the detection method also changes a 

lot. So, experts are trying to find a new or more significant way to detect and the mitigation 

process against the DDoS attack over a server or network. So, we can say that if we want to 

mitigate a DDoS attack we have to identify the DDoS attack promptly when the attack begins. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Proposed Solution to Protect From DDoS Attack 
 

 

5.1 Introduction: 

In our above discussion we have discussed about DDoS attack in details. But, now in this chapter 

I’ll discuss about my proposed solution regarding DDoS attack and as well as how can we 

protect ourselves from DDoS by using different vendor device in our network. Day by day the 

DDoS attack evolving a lot which may appear in a different way or in a upgraded way so the 

network admin or a server administrator will take steps against such a dangerous to protect 

his/her network or server. As a I’m a network engineer for almost 8 years so I had an experience 

about such DDoS attack many times and that time I was taking few steps in my core network 

which is in outside facing network to protect from this. After that, I was successful to protect my 

network from DDoS. In my case, that was ICMP flood attack and I was taking steps in my Core 

firewall to protect SYN flood, ICMP flood attack which then effective for me from this. In this 

chapter, here I proposed my few thoughts and share few techniques to protect against DDoS 

attack and at the same time I’ll discuss how can we take few measures against DDoS attack in 

our network related devices where we’ll use different vendors so steps may vary from vendor to 

vendor. I think such a steps may protect us from DDoS attack for our different server or network 

at the same time but we should take proper steps before the attack. First of all I’ll discuss my 

proposed solution regarding DDoS attack one by one.  

 

5.2 My Proposed Solution Against DDoS Attack: 

In this section I’ll discuss about few proposed solution against DDoS attack which is given 

below: 

I. Determining the DDoS attack initially: If I've my own servers, then it is my primary 

responsibility to identify when my servers are under attack. That’s because the sooner 

we'll identify any abnormality for my own website are due to a DDoS attack, the sooner 

we can stop the DDoS attack. Firstly, we should know our normal traffic activity which 

can be found from monitoring the traffic. But a DDoS attack will start its activity with a 

normal spike of traffic so we should understand the traffic volume when maximum user 

uses our website and alert for sudden spike of huge traffic which can be done by DDoS 

attack. So, it’s better that we have a best DDoS leader who always calm and ready for our 

complain against DDoS attack that we are under attack.  

II. Prevention against conventional DDoS attack approach: Attackers often use weak 

secured networks to execute attacks on victim/target server or website, the network 

weakness get absorbed and the resources of a sinless network are used by the attacker for 
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his benefits by executing the DDoS attack. The suitable examples of this is the ICMP 

flood attack. In ICMP flooding attack the attacker sends an simple ICMP echo request 

with bad source IP address to unprotected networks broadcast address, after that the echo 

packet request is sent to all the hosts in the network after executing it successfully. After 

getting the ICMP echo request all hosts in the network respond to that by sending an 

another echo reply to the source bad IP address in the spoofed ICMP echo request which 

was the IP address of the target server or website. In this case, we can protect our 

network by keeping ICMP (ping) requests by default to broadcast IP addresses 

completely off. By taking easy steps like this can be the best way to preventing a DDoS 

attack which can then save our valuable server or website or network.  

 

III. Upgrade the Operating System and weak software: Attackers mostly employ 

defective execution of protocols in operating system and different other system and 

application software to successfully deploy of DoS attacks. We can consider the teardrop 

attack example, which can use the weakness in the previous version of Microsoft 

Windows Operating Systems and some earlier versions of Linux which inaccurately 

overlapping IP packets were sent to the victim which can causes the server unresponsive. 

Attackers mostly exploit the vulnerabilities in point to point software to misguide the end 

point hosts and illegally request them to connect to a target computer, then the victim will 

be flooded with huge amount of connection requests within seconds which causing the 

DDoS attack at the same time. The above mentioned attacks can be bypass if the OS and 

software which are causes the DDoS attack are properly updated accordingly. 

 

IV. Action taken on the Network Border: If we have taken few steps  on our network 

border then we can mitigate DDoS attack in a partially way especially  at the very 

beginning and this is the simple way we can take. The few of them is given below: 

 

 We can restrict the rate limit our router to protect our web server from being 

flooded. 

 We can add filters or may create policy to tell our router/firewall to drop packets 

from clear sources of attack. 

 We can monitor the traffic or packet capture log by using Wireshark to spot the 

attacking IP address and source with destination. 

 Drop spoofed or abnormal packets. 

 Set lower SYN, ICMP, TCP and UDP flood drop rate. 

By taking above steps we may stop the DDoS attack over our server but we should follow other. 

V. Engaged to ISP against DDoS: Internet Service Providers (ISP) can play a vital role to 

ensure the Internet services more safe and can take proper steps against DDoS attacks. If 

ISPs can successfully establishes entrance filtering at their end routers to completely stop 

all malicious traffic with spoofed IP addresses. This will undoubtedly effective for 

segregate and dropping the malicious traffic as close as possible to the source. 
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VI. Dropping the malicious traffic as close as possible to the source end: I think it is the 

most powerful way to stop the malicious attack which is close to the source. This may 

protect the target/victim host from going unavailable for the time being but there is a 

great consequence on the performance of the target/victim host and its network. To 

handle such a thousands of malicious traffic the routers CPU may busy and loaded which 

adversely affect the performance for all the hosts in the network.  

 

VII. Using Maximum Bandwidth: If we uses the maximum bandwidth for our web server 

and as well as our network hosts it may sometime protect us from DDoS attack. It might 

be a simple to prevent but we may pay for a lot about this which won’t be effective way 

for all the company.  

 

VIII. Manage a DDoS Mitigation Specialist: It’s really very tough to protect from DDoS 

attack but sometime we need to manage a DDoS specialist which is always ready to 

protect it and keep calm to handle the horrible situation. Now-a-days, some company 

provide such a facility to other where there is no expert in their company. So, surely this 

is not free as this should be paid services only who need.  

 

Though any one of the above mentioned proposed solution will never be the adequate steps 

against DDoS attack alone, a summation of steps from the above mentioned ways should be able 

to fight against DDoS attacks. On the other hand, if take facility from our different network 

vendors to protect from DDoS attack, I think this will be the most effective one. Day by day 

DDoS attack evolving so we should alert for it and should take proper steps against it also. No 

one can say confidently that he/she can protect his/her server or network from DDoS attack after 

taking any of the above mentioned steps. So, in this regard I think a combinational steps may 

protect us from such a dangerous attack like DDoS.  

Now, I’ve move forward to my next steps where I’ll illustrates some approaches against DDoS 

attack for different vendors and it may vary from vendor to vendor. So, the approaches of the 

different vendor will be different. There are various types of network devices in a network but 

here I consider only Firewall (NGFW) from different vendor because a firewall is such a kind of 

device which is positioned in between our inside and outside network. So, if we properly 

configure our Firewall against DDoS attack then we can easily defend the attack successfully. 

 

5.3 Solution of Network Vendors Against DDoS Attack: 

In this section I’ll illustrates the configure steps for Firewall from different network vendors 

against DDoS attack one by one which is appended below: 
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I. Cisco: Cisco is the world’s most famous and popular network device manufacturer. It has 

many devices for several purposes but here I only discuss how can we mitigate DDoS 

attack by using Cisco FirePower Threat Defense or FTD which is appended below: 

 

 

Figure 5.3.1: DDoS Mitigation on FirePower Threat Defense, Option-1 [26]. 

 

 

Here, we create an object named FlexConfig and add this object into the FlexConfig policy. 

 

Figure 5.3.2: DDoS Mitigation on FirePower Threat Defense, Option-2 [26]. 
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Here, we have set embryonic connection limitation where this embryonic connection is used to 

prevent the three-way handshake between source and destination. So, if we keep down the 

number of embryonic connections that can helped us to prevent SYN flooding attacks.  

 

Figure 5.3.3: DDoS Mitigation on FirePower Threat Defense, Option-3 [26]. 

Here, we have rate limit the attack where if there is a SYN packet has a 20 rate at per second it 

will be dropped or has timeout the connection which can prevent the attack successfully.  

II. Foritnet: Now-a-days Fortinet is one of the most popular networking device 

manufacturer in the world. They have set their position strongly in the market for their 

product feature and user acceptance satisfaction. To combat against DDoS attack Fortinet 

have their own appliance named FortiDDoS. It’s now most effective hardware appliance 

of Fortinet. It must be positioned between the internal network resources like server and 

outside network or internet. After deploying it first monitor the traffic (for both incoming 

& outgoing) and record it and after 1 to 7 days later it will prevent the DDoS attack after 

enabling the prevention method configuration. When it detects any abnormal traffic or 

legitimate traffic it will then successfully drop that traffic to prevent DDoS attack. To 

deploy the DDoS prevention configuration we need to configure the basic configuration 

i.e add admin password, configure management network interfaces, add static routes, set 

system time and register with Fortinet technical support etc. on our FortDDoS appliance. 

Now, we firstly Enter the Global Settings and under this settings we’ll select the “Service 

Protection Profile” or SPP and then Click “Config”. Now, we will create a new Service 

Protection Profile as “web_servers” and Save it which is shown in below: 
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Figure 5.3.4: Create Service Protection Profile (SPP) [27]. 

 

At this stage, we need to create a profile policy or “SPP Policy” which consists of a “Profile 

Name” as ecommerce, a “Subnet ID” as 2, “IP address / Mask” as 172.0.20.0/24 and pre-

configured “Service Protection Profile or SPP” as web_servers which is shown in below: 

 

Figure 5.3.5: Create Profile Policy or SPP policy [27]. 
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Now, we need to “Set Operating Mode” and by-default it is in “Detection” phase. In this phase 

the FortiDDoS just tracks and record and examine the incoming traffic towards the network 

resources. In this stage it doesn’t blocked any traffic where it should be keep in detection mode 

for 2 to 7 days generally.  The below figures illustrates the same which is given below: 

 

 

Figure 5.3.6: Set Operating Mode as Detection in SPP settings [27]. 

 

 

 

After define the Service Protection Profile and Policy now we need to connect our FortiDDoS 

with our network. Here, under the Shared Interfaces there is 2 pair of RJ-45 Ethernet port (1 to 4) 

and SFP Port (1 to 4) which connects Fiber optic network. If we use Ethernet port 1 & 2 which is 

used as LAN 1(port 1) and WAN 1(port 2) and if we use port 3 & 4 which is also used as LAN 

2(port 3) and WAN 2(port 4). So if we use port 1 for LAN we must use port 2 for WAN which is 

given below: 
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Figure 5.3.7: Connect FortiDDoS to the Network [27]. 

 

When the FortiDDoS passed the learning period then we can set the custom threshold to get best 

result. We can set the maximum value parameters to protect DDoS attack in a wider range.  
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Figure 5.3.8: Configure the Threshold [27]. 

Here, we can see the default threshold value for Layer 3,4 & 7 where FortiDDoS calculate the 

threshold value in this parameter against the attack. Now, we’ll keep that configuration for few 

days as “Detection” mode to track any abnormal or legitimate traffic. After that, we we’ll check 

the Log to find any malicious traffic on the FortiDDoS appliance which is given below: 

 

Figure 5.3.9: Check the Log for abnormal traffic [27]. 
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As we can see that, the FortiDDoS find the abnormal traffic in “Detection” mode by checking 

the Log and now we’ll switch the protection profile from “Detection” mode to “Prevention” 

mode which is given below: 

 

Figure 5.3.10: Set the Protection Profile as Prevention Mode [27]. 

III. Palo Alto: Palo Alto is renowned for its firewall feature in the networking area. It’s 

unique feature make it more popular in the current world. Now, we’ll demonstrate how 

can we take steps against DoS / DDoS attack by using Palo Alto Firewall in our network. 

The overall process is given below step by step: 

First of all we need to configure the profile under “Object” tab > “Security Profiles” > “DoS 

Protection” and the click Add.  
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 Figure 5.3.11: Create DoS Protection Profile [28]. 

 

Here, we giving a profile name as “DosProtection”, and select the profile type as “Aggregate” 

and now we’ll select the “Flood Protection” tab and give tick mark on the “SYN Flood”, “UDP 

Flood”, “ICMP Flood”, “ICMPV6 Flood” and “Other IP Flood” respectively which is given 

below: 

  

Figure 5.3.12: Select all the Flood types under Flood Protection Tab [28]. 

 

 

In “Resource Protection” tab we’ll tick the “Session” and keep the default “Maximum 

Concurrent Session” as it is which is given below: 
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Figure 5.3.13: Select the Session under Resource Protection Tab [28]. 

After Save the configuration we’ll see our below configuration- 

 

Figure 5.3.14: Configuration of DoS Protection Profile under Object [28]. 

Now, we go to the Policy tab to configure the DoS Policy as similar way. After clicking the Add 

button we’ll configure the “General”, “Source”, “Destination” and “Option / Protection” tab 

respectively which is appended below: 
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Figure 5.3.15: Configuration all DoS Rule under Policy Tab [28]. 

 

Now, Click ok and Commit the configuration to save our configuration and then we get the 

following illustration: 

 

Figure 5.3.16: Configuration of DoS Rule after Commit [28]. 
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IV. Check point: At this stage we’ll discuss about world’s another most famous network 

device manufacturer named Check Point. Here, we only discuss about how Check Point 

DDoS Protector can be configured on the Check Point DP-1006 with screenshots which 

is given below: 

To configure DDoS protection steps first of all we need to enter the Check Point DP-1006 device 

by using its username and password and then Click the “DDoS Protector” and to create a 

“Policy” we need to select & “Table” which is shown in below: 

 

Figure 5.3.17: Create a Policy under DDoS Protector Tab [29]. 

After that, Click “Policy Default” to configure the policy which is given below: 

     

Figure 5.3.18: Create Network Protection Policy [29]. 
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Keep the Configuration by-default which is appended below: 

 

Figure 5.3.19: Configure Network Protection Policy [29]. 

 

Now, we set the “Global Parameters” from DDoS Protector < Reporting < Global Parameters 

which is shown in below:  

 

Figure 5.3.20: Set the Global Parameter [29]. 
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V. Cyberoam: Cyberoam is the global network security appliance provider which is also a 

Sophos subsidiary in the current network industry. Here, we demonstrate the steps against 

DDoS protection on Cyberoam Next Generation Firewall which is given below step by 

step: 

At first we need to enter the appliance by using the administrative username and password. Now, 

Go to IPS < Policy and Click “Add” to create a new IPS Policy named "DDOS_Attack" and then 

select the "generalpolicy" from ‘Template’.  

 

Figure 5.3.21: Create Policy from IPS [30]. 

 

Figure 5.3.22: Add the Policy Name and Template [30]. 
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Now, click “Add” to configure the “Rule” for the “IPS Policy”. 

 

Figure 5.3.23: Add the Rule name for the Policy [30]. 

Now, name the Rule name as “DDOS_Attack_Block” and select all “Individual Signature” and 

search for DDoS signatures and select all the Name which relates only to DDOS and finally 

select the “Drop Packet” under Action function and then Click Ok to save the Rule 

configuration. 

 

Figure 5.3.24: Configure the Rule Name, Select Individual Signature & Action [30]. 
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At this stage, go to FIREWALL < Rule < LAN - WAN < Click LAN_To_WAN_SSH_Monitor. 

 

Figure 5.3.25: Configure the Firewall Rule for LAN - WAN [30]. 

Now, Click IPS and select "DDOS_Attack" and then Click Ok which to save the Firewall Rule is 

shown in below: 

 

Figure 5.3.26: Select the DDOS_Attack from IPS [30]. 
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When the IPS policy is once applied, Cyberoam keeps monitoring the packets that match the 

configured “IPS signature”. If any such packets are found, Cyberoam drops that particular packet 

successfully which then protect the network against DDoS attack. 

Now-a-days, networking manufacturer are working hard for deliver the best appliance to protect 

DDoS attack. As we can see from our above discussion there are various criteria to setup the 

configuration against DDoS and it can be vary from vendor to vendor. In this chapter, I had only 

mention the world’s famous networking device manufacturer which they deliver their customer 

for protecting the DDoS attack and earlier I was proposed my personal solutions against DDoS 

attack. Here, I couldn’t show the configuration process for different vendor to protect DDoS 

attack because it is impossible to me to do show it in real time in a live network and it is also 

tough to manage such kind of several appliance to show the process for the same. So, I Google 

for it to find the best way and as well as easy process to show the configuration demonstration 

from the particular resources. I think I learned a lot about this and introducing the new parameter 

during configuration process. I had try my best to show it for demonstration and as well as 

understanding also.  
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusion 
 

DDoS attack is considered as the premium security issues in the present internet world. 

Protection against DDoS attack should be taken in an effective way by the companies and ISPs. 

DDoS detection is considered as one of the main steps to avoiding the DDoS issues. In chapter 3, 

I have demonstrate a DoS simulation where I was tried to show how a DoS attacks look like 

which is a TCP SYN flood based on Python script over a VM. We have observed that after 

executing the attack the particular website response slowly or it was take more time to restore the 

page. In chapter 4, I have tried to discuss most of the DDoS attack tools and its detection method 

also. Now-a-days, the behavior of DDoS attack evolving day by day so the tools of this attack is 

changed or developed at the same time. It is very important to when a web server got the attack 

by a network admin or system admin. If we can’t coordinate the attack strategies it will then 

tough to defend the attack. I think early detection is very much helpful to defend the attack. In 

chapter 5, I have discuss my proposed solution to protect DDoS attack and how can we configure 

the steps against DDoS attack in our network devices by using different network manufacturer in 

the world. Here, I merge today’s most famous and effective network appliance for their 

configuration steps against DDoS attack with the screenshots. As the attack evolving day by day 

so we shouldn’t depend on the appliances but we should also gather information when and 

what’s the status of the attack to successfully prevent it. If we doesn't maintenance the most 

unsafe machines from the internet then attacker can use them to execute the DDoS attack by 

using their vulnerabilities. So, we have to focus on that particularly very strongly if we always 

keep our system/network safe from such a dangerous attack which is mainly connected to the 

internet. As well as, we have to take measures in a various level to ensure the protection against 

it. Actually, most of the people aren’t aware about the security issues in today’s insecure internet 

world so that we have loose many valuable data or information for the same. The number of 

website increases day by day so that we should also take prevention protect them from such a 

DDoS attack. I have put in a lot of effort and thought to build this project. May be there is some 

limitations in this project I think so. If I get time in future I’ll try to develop this project fruitful 

and will provide more information. As I’m responsible for networking jobs in my organization 

and I’ve achieved a number of network security certificates so that I think such a project will be 

very much helpful for my future endeavor and as well as my upcoming career. It took three 

months to complete the project. I must say that these three month were an amazing experience of 

my life. The practical knowledge I gathered through this project will have enormous effect in my 

life. 
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